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BRAT!

dorthea!

?
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what?

git down  
from there! we’re  

leaving now!

...unless 
you don’t want 

the present that 
papa brought  

for you.

coming!!

ooooh! 
be careful!!

look at 

your dress!!!

I don’t wanna  
wear a dress.

It gets  
stuck in the  
branches...

then stay off 
the trees!

there is  
no time for you to  

change - hop in!
look out!

don’t...

no!!
hands off 

the manual 
gear!!!
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such a  
little cutie,  

what’s your name,  
luv?

dor-tea 
bur-gonje.

that is a long 
beautiful name...

... what do you  
parents call you?

brat!

erm...  
pardon us, but  
my husband has  

arrived.

mes petites  
cheries!

gilles!

papa!

mon petit  
marin!

?
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quel surprise!  
are you changing your 

teeth already?

nope - she was 
in a fight.

a fight??  
is somebody hurting 
you? I’ll take care of 

them...!!!!
you mis- 

understand...

... she threw  
the first punch.

??? hahaha!! yeah, 
you go!

that is not funny,  
gilles! dorthea has  

already been thrown 
out of all the local 
kindergardens. and I 
can’t find any daycare 
that will take her in!

?

we have to  
discuss this. I can’t 

take any more!

back at the house.
... and mrs. olsen’s  

oldest boy came home with  
a bloody nose...

good! that 
boy is a bully!

... she never does what  
she is told, but worst  

of all...

... she KEEPS  
RUNNING away!!!

ma pauvre... you  
are tired... and I have been 

at sea a lot lately.

waaaah! and  
you’re leaving again 

soon!!!

true!  
but maybe we can  

combine it with a holiday 
for you... call

      le petit 
  marin.
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skipper! yes, 
mate?

erm... your 
daughter...

(sigh)...
now what did 

she do?

eeerm ... 
”liberated” all the 
fresh fish from the 
galley. the men are 

hungry...

I am beginning  
to understand my 

wife...

...but we’ll call at  
port kenitra later today. 
then the crew can get a 

much needed reprieve in one 
of the harbour pubs.

ooooh!
thanks, 
boss!

?

>chuckle<
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shore  
leave?

and what  
about this  

little ball of 
fun?

select two ”babysitters”.  
they can cover her.

two men may 
not be enough...

so get 
more. we 

can’t have...

...the ship sinking!

meanwhile in kenitra.

S.I.?

S.I.?

aaargh!

I am 
here.

everything 
is ready!

what 
time?

22 hrs. name?

smith!

how original. 
here! take this one- 

way ticket to  
timbuktu.
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bar marfa, port kenitra.

that was a 
brilliant idea, 

skipper!

yes, we need  
a break from the  

little bra... eh  ... I mean: 
from my adorable  
little daughter.

ha ha ha!!  
what kind of  

language is that 
for a pretty  
little girl?

back on the ”dotty”...

get over here! - and 
we will teach you how 

to play whist!

know that.
and poker!!

It’ll be fun. If  
(hee, hee) you win,  

you can eat candy till you 
burst! and you can stay up  

all night!

... an’ if you win, I’ll tell ya whe-
re papa keeps his whisky. I won’t 

tell papa... 
swear!

ooooh!!

ha ha ha  
ha ha ha ha!!! 

you’ve got a  
deal, tiny!

... cut the deck!
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... an’ >hick< ... jeg
will ... shall
... p... pass!

... yeah, >hick< ... 
y.. you are pass.. 

ou ... out!

now to find papa ... 
the guard is probably 

sleepin’ as usual.
hee hee...  

yeh, he’s asleep!  
papa and the oth’s  
said café marfa.  
I’ll head for the 

lights.

m’sieu capitaine... 
your ”friend” is  

here.

merci.

mon capitaine. 
we need to discuss  

the price... wait, 
what...??

... you can’t  
just change the price. 

It was determined  
the last time  

we met.

you don’t have a choice,  
little worm. either you pay a  

protection fee of 15%, or you  
will regret it.


